Shareholder Rights Directive II: Market practice for compiling the MT 260SRD mandate

1. Convocation of shareholders’ meetings for securities issued by Italian issuers that are admitted to centralised management – MT 260SRD mandate

The content of mandate MT 260 SRD has been updated to include all the information in Table 3 of the Regulation that came into force on 3 September 2020. With regard to headings D, E and F, the issuer is now required to specify this information mandatorily in the corresponding fields in the MT 260SRD mandate following the entry into force of the amendments to Post-Trading Joint Regulation.
(1) If one or more fields are not applicable due to the specific characteristics of the shareholders’ meeting, the value ‘Unknown’ may be entered in the field.

2. MT 260SRD - hyperlink URL to the issuer's site

With respect to the indication of the issuer's website:

(2) the hyperlink containing the URL to be indicated in the relevant field of the MT 260SRD directs to the specific page of the issuer's website where all information on the convened shareholders' meeting and the documentation on proposed resolutions to be put to a vote at the shareholders' meeting can be found.

Note that if the URL of the English language site is different from that of the Italian language site, both should be listed in the 255-character URL field, distinguishing them with appropriate suffixes: IT and EN.

3. MT 260SRD – Text of the agenda in English

The Post-Trading Joint Regulation (in Article 40-bis, paragraph 3) requires the issuer to transmit information on corporate actions to the central depositary “in the Italian language and in a language commonly used in international finance circles”. Therefore, even if the issuer has not also published the notice of meeting in English.

(3) the issuer also compiles an English version of the agenda to insert into the MT 260SRD mandate.

As there is currently no provision for the insertion of dual-language text of the agenda into the structured headings exclusively designed for this purpose, the Italian text of items to be included on the agenda (summarised if necessary in the 100 characters that the standard data scheme provides for each of them) must be accompanied by the relevant texts in the second language, to be inserted in the 255-character fields intended for the respective URLs.

4. Agenda items and resolutions to be put to a vote
With respect to the correspondence between the contents of the notice of meeting and the agenda contained in the MT 260SRD mandate and the resolutions submitted to voting at the meeting:

(4) each agenda item indicated in the MT 260SRD mandate must be consistent with the agenda in the notice of meeting and must correspond to a resolution proposed to the meeting that will be put to a vote.

An exception is obviously proposals put to a vote by the shareholders’ meeting itself, which were not foreseen at the time of convocation, while if the agenda item is of an informative nature and does not require a vote, the field for indicating the permitted voting options is left blank.

It is also advisable that the wording of agenda items in the notice of meeting be as standard as possible to ensure consistency between the information on the issuer’s website and the agenda items on which shareholders are called upon to express their preferences.

5. Supplement of agenda items

If circumstances arise after the publication of the notice of meeting in which the initially proposed resolutions have to be supplemented with further proposals to be put to the vote or amended:

(5) the issuer, using the “variation” functionality in the MT260SRD mandate, reformulates the agenda items in the Notice and consequently informs intermediaries by means of a "REPL" message.

6. Proposals for the appointment of members of corporate bodies and list voting

In the event of the appointment of a corporate body by means of list voting

(6) the issuer supplements the agenda in the MT 260SRD by inserting, after the unique numeric identifier for the “appointment” item, the lists that have been submitted with second-level identifiers, and also indicating the person submitting the list. This information is transmitted to intermediaries by means of a "REPL" message, which can be generated using the “variation” functionality in the MT260S mandate. The issuer also provides an indication of the permitted voting alternatives for each list, while eliminating the vote on the "appointment" item. Where only one list is submitted, no supplement is necessary.
The method by which voting options among the various lists are represented in the MT260SRD message does not preclude the option to select a different method for casting votes for lists at the meeting.

***

Please use the following contact - email address for any requests for clarification:

**Direct Custody**

Email: Helpdesk.DomesticCustody@euronext.com

---

1 The Chairman of the shareholders’ meeting has the power to indicate the method of voting on the various lists that have been submitted and normally chooses between a single vote involving all the lists presented at the same time (the most commonly used method) or several votes, one for each list/proposal submitted. In both cases, when counting votes on alternative lists/proposals, the votes of those who erroneously voted in favour of two or more of the alternatives are excluded.